
 


   

 
  

Earth & Environmental Science 
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External assessment 2023 

Combination response (124 marks) 

Assessment objectives 
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives: 

1. describe and explain the use of renewable and non-renewable resources and the cause and 
impact of Earth hazards and global climate change 

2. apply understanding of use of renewable and non-renewable resources and the cause and 
impact of Earth hazards and global climate change  

3. analyse evidence about the use of renewable and non-renewable resources and the cause 
and impact of Earth hazards and global climate change to identify trends, patterns, 
relationships, limitations or uncertainty  

4. interpret evidence about use of renewable and non-renewable resources and the cause and 
impact of Earth hazards and global climate change to draw conclusions based on analysis.  

Note: Objectives 5, 6 and 7 are not assessed in this instrument 
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Purpose 
This document consists of a marking guide and a sample response. 

The marking guide: 

• provides a tool for calibrating external assessment markers to ensure reliability of results 

• indicates the correlation, for each question, between mark allocation and qualities at each 
level of the mark range 

• informs schools and students about how marks are matched to qualities in student responses. 

The sample response: 

• demonstrates the qualities of a high-level response 

• has been annotated using the marking guide. 

Mark allocation 
Where a response does not meet any of the descriptors for a question or a criterion, a mark of ‘0’ 
will be recorded. 

Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded. 

Allow FT mark/s — refers to ‘follow through’, where an error in the prior section of working is used 
later in the response, a mark (or marks) for the rest of the response can still be awarded so long 
as it still demonstrates the correct conceptual understanding or skill in the rest of the response. 

 

























Paper 2: Extended response - Question 6 

Q Sample response 

6a) The highest percentage recovery for iron is 52% at a 
pH of 9.0. 

At that pH, the company would recover: 

52% x 700 kg = 364 kg of iron 

At $0.17 per kilogram, the company would earn: 

364 X $0.17: $61.88 

At pH 9, the company can recover 76% zinc from 

its ore. 

A 76% recovery rate on 150 kg of zinc is 

76% x 150 kg= 114 kg of zinc 

At $2.76 per kilogram, the company would earn 114 

X $2.76: $314.64 

The total financial value of the sample at pH 9 is 

$61.88 + $314.64 = $376.52 

6b) An alternative pH that would maximise value is 7.5. 

Copper recovery is 90% and lead recovery is 70%. 
Given that the price per kg of copper is triple the 
other metals, this should maximise profit. 

At pH 7.5, the recovery of copper would be: 
90% x 50 kg = 45 kg of copper 

At $8.80 per kilogram, the company would earn: 
45 X $8.80 = $396.00 

At pH 7 .5, the recovery of lead would be: 

70% x 100 kg= 70 kg of lead 

At $1.90 a kilogram, the company would earn: 

70 X $1.90 = $133 

The total financial value of the sample at pH 7 .5 is 

$396 + $133 = $529 
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The response: 

• identifies the optimal pH and iron recovery
rate (1 mark]

• determines the

- amount of iron recoverable (1 mark]
- potential earnings for iron (1 mark]

• identifies

- zinc as the other recoverable metal
(1 mark]

- the recovery rate for zinc (1 mark]

• determines the

- amount of zinc recoverable (1 mark]

- potential earnings for zinc (1 mark]

• determines the financial value of the sample
(1 mark]

• identifies an appropriate alternative pH
(1 mark]

- justifies with evidence from graph (1 mark]

- justifies with evidence from table (1 mark]

• determines the

- amount of first metal recoverable (1 mark]

- potential earnings for first metal (1 mark]

• determines the

- amount of second metal recoverable
(1 mark]

- potential earnings for second metal
(1 mark]

• determines the financial value of the sample
for two recoverable metals (1 mark]
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